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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Solutions Architect is designing a three-tier web application
that will allow customers to upload pictures from a mobile
application. The application will then generate a thumbnail of
the picture and return a message to the user confirming that
the image was successfully uploaded. Generation of the
thumbnail may take up to 5 seconds. To provide a sub second
response time to the customers uploading the images, the
Solutions Architect wants to separate the web tier from the
application tier.
Which service would allow the presentation tier to
asynchronously dispatch the request to the application tier?
A. Amazon SNS
B. AWS Lambda
C. AWS Step Functions
D. Amazon SQS
Answer: D

Explanation:
Explanation
https://medium.com/awesome-cloud/aws-difference-between-sqs-and
-sns-61a397bf76c5

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is an example of a non-human threat to the physical
environment?
A. Corrupted file
B. Virus
C. Fraudulent transaction
D. Storm
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are developing an ASP.NET Web application.
You create a master page.
The master page requires a region where you can add
page-specific content by using the ASP.NET page
designer.
You need to add a control to the master page to define the
region.
Which control should you add?
A. ContentPlaceHolder
B. Substituition
C. Content
D. PlaceHolder
Answer: A
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